
Community Council Minutes 11.9.15 

 

Present: Tiff Chang, Emma Bliska (EVB), Theresa Hinman, Ethan Brady (EB), Myles Kamisher-

Koch, Tim Parsons, Brandon Baird, Marybeth Nevins, Dan Adamek (DLJA), Clair Beltran, Nick 

Garber, Solon Coburn, Douglas Adams (DA), Metadel Lee, Jessica Morales, Charles Rainey, Fiona 

Mohamed 

 

KSA is at an important meeting. Solon is our proxy co-chair 

 

Minutes: Fix the EB thing again-- everything last meeting was Emma. Minutes approved 

 

Fiona is coming 

Durga at job interview 

Sarah possibly speaking at talk 

Ilana sending Charles Rainey as proxy 

 

TC: Which direction are we heading in? Bias response team couldn’t make it. We want to talk 

about minority stress with them. Survey said time for action and solutions. Solutions for staff 

stress and what is left 

 

Moving forward: bias response team, faculty stress and staff stress (half and half meeting), staff 

and living wage w/ Dan 

 

Updates: sent feedback to Gus and Charles. Laurie Patton wants recommendations. She is 

excited about CC and wants recommendations on stress. She wants to come listen when we 

have recommendations. I don’t feel comfortable giving her a date yet but we might plan 

because she is busy. 

Dan and I have talked about staff living wage and gathering experiences. 

 

DLJA: A lot of schools addressing how we pay workers. Important we have that conversation 

here. We don’t pay all our staff living wage here. As a college with 1.1 bil endowment, we can 

do that and help the local economy 

 

SC: Talk to people at HR (human resources). 

 

DLJA: Learn more about steps being taken and what we can do 

 



ML: Can we learn more? I know nothing about this. I want more information and numbers so I 

can become more educated and everyone else can too. Fun fact from sociology of education: 

Middlebury doesn’t pay property taxes 

 

DA: I served on staff wages committee. There is a lot more too it, including benefits. The college 

pays about 1 billion dollars in taxes to town 

 

TC: Faculty plenary meeting talk over AAL, PASS/ D/ FAIL--seem to be in favor of keeping this 

option, maybe even extending it to 5th week. Talked about stress, were upset about student 

stress and nothing being done about it. Then they want to executive session and we had to 

leave as well as non-voting faculty 

 

DLJA: Why did students have to leave? 

 

EVB: Faculty didn’t want to be quoted on what they were saying here 

 

TC: MKK brought up  reviving 51 man. 

 

MKK: meeting with Dan Detora tomorrow 

 

TC: Aliza Cohen wants to make Midd ban the box on the application or at least not look at it in 

admission. Movement across the country to get rid of the box that says I have committed a 

crime, etc.  

 

Maddie Orcutt runs It Happens Here and is testing a project, might come in and try it on us 

 

survey results 

we need a trashcan, Theresa will be on it. 

stretch break in middle, more moving around activities 

How do we improve hearing?  

 

power and privilege: Are staff frustrated only talking about student issues?  

 

Multiple “no”s from staff 

 

CR: Thanks for welcoming me. I’m here on behalf of Ilana Gratch. 

 

SC: I feel I have the power to bring up staff issue if I need to 

 



TH: I was emailed by the Campus about staff stress and I’m not ready to respond. They want my 

opinion and I don’t think that’s ok. Is it ok if I say no? 

 

TC: I appreciate that response. Also, we have Nick here so we can send things to him. If any 

staff want to email me, you can and I can not disclose names.  

 

Not enough variety of staff members-- should we add more variety? 

 

TH: That’s what staff council is for 

 

EVB: Are we allowed to sit in on staff council 

 

TH: I think so, but I don’t know.  

 

TC: People should be able to make a comment and not have it read in minutes--- how do we 

enact this? 

don’t want white people to walk away from minority stress feeling left out 

talk more about minority stress 

 

Changes in meetings: 

actions/solutions 

stick to agenda 

parliamentary procedure?-- what parts do we want? 

 

EVB: We already have to use that for voting 

 

TC: Yes, do we want to use it for everyday conversations? Who is interested in thinking about 

it? 5 say yes, 6 say no 

 

TP: How about when we do vote we pay attention. We are a little off handed when we approve 

the minutes and things like that. If there’s an actual motion, the rules of order assure that all 

voices can be heard. 

 

SC: It is an important structure to learn because it happens on committees. It’s good to learn 

how to work on that tool 

 

EVB: Tim makes a really good point. We should all record votes.  

 



TC: We are going to record votes. I will talk to the person who wrote this and see what else. 

Someone said table leaves out people at corners.  

 

We need more time. Retreat or half-day working session. How do faculty and staff feel? The 

way KSA and I talked about this I don’t think it’s possible for staff and faculty 

 

MKK: There is release time for things schedules by president’s office. I think it would be 

possible to have a few hours sanctioned by highest authority on this campus. 

 

SC: I would want it to be a concrete thing we are working on, not just another meeting 

 

TC: Show of hands from faculty and staff who would like this? 

 

More of a concrete timeline.  

 

Delegation: 

EVB in charge of Dongle 

KSA in charge of nameplates 

EB will be timer 

ML ALP director 

CB  website 

TP will do snacks before thanksgiving. JM will also do snacks one day 

 

There will be a meeting the Monday before Thanksgiving. 

 

Group announcements: 

 

EVB: a professor mentioned she hates the add process. There could be a simpler one 

DLJA: first res life committee happened last week. Next one first week of December. I will send 

out list to all of CC with agenda. First meeting was to put ideas on the table-- access, laundry, 

master plan. We will also list questions to academic and special interest houses. Will be 

presenting reports in April approving or denying these houses for next year. We need a faculty 

member from CC. It would be each of the three faculty members taking ⅓ so 2 each. I’ll send all 

of you the agenda and you can sign up. 

 

CR: Last week we talked about hard subject matter. I wanted to be clear of a certain situation I 

told of me being called the n word on my hall. There was no action-- I said I don’t want anyone 

to be reprimanded. The Dean of Students was made aware and asked my dean what is going 

on? He made a conscious effort to contact me and see if we are on the same page. I want you 



guys to be aware I made the conscious decision to not have action taken on that student. I still 

have many concerns on how this was handled by the FYCs but this was a crucial fact.  

 

TC: Thank you. Is there anything we can do to foster conversation on this other than bringing 

bias response team? 

 

CR: I think you’re doing a good job. Bring in more minority issues. I’ve heard it said that since 

they are minorities, they are a smaller part of the discussion and that is an idiotic argument. My 

class is 30% of color and when you get into more communities like LGBTQ or international 

students those are also huge minority groups. These concerns need to be echoes. I’m glad 

you’re making the effort to bring them here so everyone is keeping an open mind as to what is 

being talked about. 

 

TC: Thank you. Next into content of the meeting: Quick overview of Existing initiatives, think 

about what we have existing on campus to jump off of. Pool our collective knowledge 

 

SC: as related to stress. Does anyone know of any initiatives on campus now? 

 

DA: HR stress relief for staff. Pop up de-stress events for students 

DLJA: The resilience project 

MN: CSE, John Isham slow learning initiatives 

CB: cultural groups hold discussions and forums for minority stress.  

CR: continuing cultural orgs. Meeting in Carr hall where faculty and alumni and older students 

encourage freshmen to come in and talk about discrimination, microaggressions, how we can 

deal with them and begin to cope.  

CB: Talk tomorrow about academic transgressions  

TP: 10 o’clock Ross 

SC: Therapy dogs 

EVB: Faculty council is talking about it 

SC: Ice cream social 

TH: Staff coffee hours 

EVB: SGA health and wellness committee 

CR: freshman orientation, “watering your garden” programming about dealing with managing 

stress 

DLJA: monday mediation in mead chapel with Laurie Patton. Meditation for students Tuesday, 

Thursday in forest 

TH: HR has place for staff to get counseling, staff EFA. More staff need to know about it 

MKK: HR benefits refresher courses 

DLJA: Parton 



TC: Barbara McCall 

DA: access to services--gym, track, swimming pool, etc.  

MN: Middlebury MMC and MOP 

EVB: snack time. Cook commons has snack time.  

 

TC: Ok, now take a few minutes to read over all the solutions from the survey before we break 

into small groups.  

SC: I had a thought after last meeting. What we can do for sure is recommend whatever we are 

concerned about. We don’t need a fully formed solution--we can say this is important, get a 

team together and do it. If the problem is way too big for us and needs research, we should 

demand that. This body has done this in the past successfully. 

 

DA: Examples: The commons initiative came from CC task force, student and social life task 

force. Things can happen without fully formed idea 

 

ML: At University of Minnesota they have P.A.W.S. where you could come to the health center 

and pet animals 

 

SC: We have homeward bound off of Route 7. Always looking for people 

 

MN: I’m working on student symposium and they talk about how nice it would be if there were 

a centralized place for research positions to be posted 

 

EVB: A lot are posted on MOJO but not all. Research isn’t. It’s emailed out 

 

Break. 

 

TC: Four groups of four to discuss these issues and what is missing. Count off by four.  

 

Break into groups. 

 

TC: Bring it back. One point person from each group 

 

SC:mentorship possibilities, broaden advising, year round sport opportunities, knowledge of 

programs that are out there is important 

 

DLJA: requiring faculty to produce syllabi at beginning of semester-- having large assignments 

available before registration so students can choose classes based on distribution of large 

assignments to prevent stress. Really awkward for professors and students in first and second 



year being stuck in advisor that may not have interests in what they are interested in. General 

advisors who advise first year students.  

 

MN: there were some unnecessarily harsh words. Mention of de-humanized professors? It 

would be nicer if it said humanize professors 

ML: we talk about professors as if they don’t think about us 

 

EVB: Under staff, some language in here.  

 

TH: I like part of this but idea of bureaucracy-- I don’t know who should make that decision? I’m 

not saying it has to be changed 

 

ML: Whether it’s in our review.  

 

DA: Change vernacular around healthy stress, some stress is healthy and we should talk about 

it. Change conversation about what lib arts is and not just elements. Learning for learning’s 

sake. Facility component-- students need spaces. Places to make this feel like more a 

community 

 

MKK: love of learning absent from this conversation 

 

EVB: Yonna McShane’s time management teaching at CTLR. Hiring additional staff member or 

lessen her workload elsewhere. McCullough goes under student spaces. Freshmen advising and 

whether faculty are best thing for freshman advisors. Hired advisors for first years until they 

declare to lessen load on faculty?  

Under stress and money-- the laundry issue but we’re talking about it in res life council 

 

TC: It’s ok for us to recommend that too because support will make it happen faster 

 

DLJA: i forgot to say it would alleviate staff stress if more people were hired so there weren’t 

shortages 

 

TH: In certain areas, physical areas 

 

ML: 51 main. I would go there if it became a student community center.  

 

TP: surprise day off from classes. It’s a good community builder. 

 

CR: The additional stressors of living in Battell. It floods.  



 

ML: I’m for the surprise day off but what if it increases stress from missing that class 

 

TP: I think Katy had a solution to that 

 

ML: Getting rid of Winter Carnival 

 

TC: Allocate that day.  

 

TC: What is our plan for presenting these to implementers and administration? Top 3 to 

administration or system ideas? Identify what we want to present then hold until we discuss 

staff/faculty ideas? What about one (nearly) free, one modest, one big-ticket solution? Thinking 

about things in systems versus one recommendation and rest left behind 

 

DA: The reality of a list like this is so many different solutions may be beneficial. I would hate to 

have them missing. In looking at them I think sending them all forward is important, so other 

people can look at it and say I could do that and resonate. I would break them into three 

groups: physical, academic, social and send them all out.  

 

MKK:I like the idea of a large list, with our collective knowledge identify people whowould be 

interested and send to administration or to particular people 

 

SC: Do we want to articulate more? 

 

EVB: What about delegating? Have members meet with people we think it is important to meet 

with. We have to be realistic. Administration won’t make it more realistic for us. 

 

ML: Creating teams within CC. 2-3 people work on issue and present it to group to ask if it’s 

ready to go to someone 

 

DA: Proposal to President Laurie: creation of 3 month task force--3 students, 3 faculty, 3 staff to 

work on direct recommendations. This extends beyond our members. More work we can’t do 

just ourselves. 

 

MKK: We recommend to the President rather than other bodies? 

 

TC: We are free to interpret. It’s the administration we recommend to. I would like this council 

to recommend while also doing research about how feasible, are implementers on board?-- 

important to do that work before recommendation. If we haven’t talked to the person who will 



be in charge, it won’t be as effective. Things implemented well are ones we’ve talked about 

before they’ve been recommended. A lot of these will go to the same people. 

 

DA: my fear is getting lost in so many solutions. We’re not the right people to make these 

decisions. Let’s make a recommendation that it be certain people who sit on this body, or 

people interested in the topic move it forward. Primary focus here is academic student stress 

and they are multi year projects. Some are short term. It will move forward more quickly with a 

body. If we spend next three months on stress, that’s cool too but I think there are a lot of 

other issues 

 

SC: I think the right people need to be in the room. 

 

EVB: We could do a poll. Delegation or task force?  

All in favor of further discussion around task force related to academic stress? 13 in favor 

All in favor of CC members picking certain things and putting those into action?  

ML: I thought it was we would decide what’s important but we don’t have time for all of us to 

work on everything so we could create groups to focus and come back to the big group.  

 

TC: Anyone interested in something other than a task force? one in favor. I’ll bring this to Katy. 

We don’t have to act yet 

 

SC: We have to be very clear what we task the task force with 

 

TC: Last comments before we motion to adjourn. 

 

Meeting adjourned. 

 

 

 

 


